When analyzed in terms of the Symanzik expansion, the expectation values of multi-local (gauge-invariant) operators with non-trivial continuum limit exhibit in maximally twisted lattice QCD "infrared divergent" cutoff effects of the type a 2k /(m 2 π ) h , 2k ≥ h ≥ 1 (k, h integers), which tend to become numerically large when the pion mass gets small. We prove that, if the critical mass counter-term is chosen in some "optimal" way or, alternatively, the action is O(a) improved a la Symanzik, these lattice artifacts are reduced to terms that are at worst of the order a 2 (a 2 /m 2 π ) k−1 , k ≥ 1. This implies that the continuum extrapolation of lattice results is smooth at least down to values of the quark mass, m q , satisfying the order of magnitude inequality m q > a 2 Λ 3 QCD .
Introduction and main results
Although in lattice QCD at maximal twist (Mtm-LQCD) O(a) discretization effects (actually O(a 2k+1 ), k ≥ 0, see Appendix A) are absent or easily eliminated [1, 2] , it turns out that, because of the explicit breaking of chiral symmetry still present in the action, there are dangerous artifacts of relative order a 2k , k ≥ 1, which are enhanced by inverse powers of the (squared) pion mass, as the latter becomes small.
Cutoff effects of this kind seem to have been observed in the recent numerical investigations of Mtm-LQCD carried out -down to (charged) pion mass of around 300 MeV -in the quenched approximation [3, 4, 5] and could in principle affect the results that are being obtained in the full theory. In fact, working with finer lattice resolutions or, possibly, with gluon actions different from the standard plaquette action [6] (with the aim of alleviating the problem of the meta-stabilities associated to peculiar lattice phase transitions of the unquenched theory [7, 8, 9, 10] ) cannot eliminate the kind of cutoff effects we consider here.
We would like to show in this paper that beyond O(a) the Symanzik representation [11, 12, 13] of Mtm-LQCD correlators contains terms that formally diverge as m 2 π (the squared pion mass in the continuum theory) goes to zero. There is an infinite set of such terms, which for short we will refer to as "IR divergent" cutoff effects. At any fixed order in a the most dangerous ones, that is the terms with the highest power of m 2k , k ≥ 1, with respect to the contribution of lowest order in a.
The presence of "IR divergent" cutoff effects in the Symanzik expansion does not imply the presence of true IR divergencies in lattice correlators in the chiral limit. Rather this fact is naturally interpreted as a signal of the onset of large discretization errors when the quark mass is decreased at fixed lattice spacing, leading eventually to a breakdown of the Symanzik expansion in the a > m 2 π regime 1 . In the language of the Symanzik low energy effective action (LEEA), at order a 2k the leading "IR divergent" cutoff effects are found to arise from terms where the integrated dimension five Lagrangian density, a d 4 y ℓ 5 (y) entering the LEEA of Mtm-LQCD (see eq. (2.2) below) is inserted 2k times and to contain at least k + 1 powers of the matrix element of the operator aℓ 5 between the vacuum, Ω|, and the state of one π 0 at vanishing threemomentum, |π 0 (0) .
Actually one can show that the residue of the leading 2k-fold 1/m 2 π pion pole is a sum of terms proportional to Ω|L odd |π 0 (0) ℓ , where ℓ is an integer ranging between k + 1 and 2k and L odd = aℓ 5 + a 3 ℓ 7 + . . . is the whole parity-odd (and iso-spin non-invariant) piece of the Lagrangian density in the LEEA of Mtm-LQCD.
This discussion makes clear that there are two possible ways to kill all the leading "IR divergent" cutoff effects. One is to introduce the lattice clover operator [12] in the Mtm-LQCD action. The second is to set to zero the residue of these pion poles by suitably fixing the lattice ambiguities pertaining to any determination of the critical mass.
The first strategy is based on the observation that, by adding the lattice clover operator to the Lagrangian, the aℓ 5 operator in the LEEA of Mtm-LQCD will be reduced to the operator m 2 qψ iγ 5 τ 3 ψ (see eq. (2.6)), provided the c SW coefficient has been determined in the usual non-perturbative way (e.g. as proposed in ref. [13] ).
The second strategy relies on the remark that among the string of Lagrangian density operators appearing in L odd there is also the (twisted) mass term operator, which is needed to describe the discretization ambiguities inherent to any non-perturbative determination of the critical mass, M cr . The idea of this paper is to set to zero the matrix element Ω|L odd |π 0 (0) by properly fixing the coefficient in front of the operatorψ L iγ 5 τ 3 ψ L in the Mtm-LQCD Lagrangian (see eq. (2.1)).
The existence of an "optimal" choice of the critical mass was suggested in previous works that were dealing with the problem of establishing rules and structure of chiral perturbation theory for twisted mass LQCD (tm-LQCD) [14, 15] . In the present paper we clarify the meaning of such a condition directly in the fundamental theory and discuss a practical way to enforce the vanishing of the residue of the leading pion pole contributions in Mtm-LQCD.
With both the strategies mentioned above all the leading "IR divergent" cutoff effects are eliminated from lattice correlators and the subleading ones are strongly suppressed. In fact, the left-over "IR divergent" lattice artifacts will be seen to be at worst of the kind a 2 (a 2 /m 2 π ) k−1 , k ≥ 2. As for the related and very relevant practical question of which sort of lower bound on m q will put us on the safe side in actual simulations, the results of this paper show that the strong (order of magnitude) inequality m q > a , (1.1) invoked in ref. [1] in order to have the phase of the chiral vacuum driven by the quark mass term and not by the (twisted) Wilson term, can be relaxed to the weaker relation 2) if either the critical mass is tuned to its optimal value or the Mtm-LQCD action is augmented with the inclusion of the lattice clover term [12] . In both ways the scaling law of Symanzik correlators in a and inverse powers of m 2 π passes from (a/m 2 π ) 2j to (a 2 /m 2 π ) j . The bound (1.2) is fairly weak as it allows simulations in a region of quark masses that correspond to rather light pions (with masses close to around 200 MeV for typical present-day lattice spacings).
In this respect it is interesting to observe that the safe region of quark masses can be effectively monitored by measuring the mass of the charged pion as a function of m q . In fact, once the leading "IR divergent" cutoff effects have been killed, it can be shown that, provided chiral symmetry is spontaneously broken in the continuum, the charged pion mass for sufficiently small m q will be a linear function of m q (with small distortions) at least until the order of magnitude inequality m q > a 2 holds. The situation we have is thus reminiscent of the ideal continuum case, where the Gell-Mann-Oakes-Renner (GMOR) relation [16] ensures the proportionality of m 2 π to the mass of the quark. One can exploit the previous considerations to argue that at fixed a the quark mass can be safely decreased until the linearity of the lattice GMOR relation breaks down. Clearly this criterion is an useful one only if chiral log and other O(m 2 q ) contributions to the charged pion mass can be considered negligibly small in the explored range of m q -values.
The effectiveness of the optimal choice for the critical mass in diminishing the magnitude of lattice artifacts at small quark mass has been demonstrated in the recent (quenched) simulations of ref. [17] 2 . Further evidence in this direction is provided by the data of ref. [5] .
The plan of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we discuss the structure of the Symanzik expansion of lattice correlators beyond O(a) and explain how "IR divergent" cutoff effects arise in this context. In section 3 we discuss two ways to kill all the leading "IR divergent" cutoff effects and we describe the structure of the left-over "IR divergent" terms. We also discuss how the lattice GMOR relation can be used to monitor the lowest workable value of the quark mass. We leave to a number of Appendices certain more technical arguments. In particular in Appendix A we prove automatic O(a 2k+1 ) improvement of the lattice expectation value of parity-even operators in Mtm-LQCD using an argument which does not rely on the r-parity properties of the critical mass. For completeness and relevance in applications in Appendix C we present some considerations on how "IR divergent" discretization terms affect hadronic energies and in Appendix D we discuss the peculiar situation in which lattice correlators are asymptotically dominated by unwanted O(a 2 ) contributions from light particles (pions).
"IR divergent" cutoff effects in Mtm-LQCD
In ref.
[1] the structure of the Symanzik expansion of n-point lattice correlators was thoroughly discussed up to O(a) terms included and it was shown how and in which conditions O(a) discretization effects can be canceled from lattice data in the case of the standard Wilson regularization as well as in tm-LQCD.
Here we want to go to higher orders in the Symanzik expansion of Mtm-LQCD correlators. We recall that by Mtm-LQCD we mean the regularized lattice theory with fermionic action which in the physical quark basis 3 reads
where r is the Wilson parameter and we have used the standard definition 2 ∇ µ = ∇ µ + ∇ * µ , with ∇ µ and ∇ * µ the forward and backward lattice covariant derivatives. In eq. (2.1) m q is the bare quark mass, i.e. the real parameter which in the continuum will provide a non-vanishing mass to the pion, and M e cr is any sensible "estimate" of the critical mass, M cr . The critical mass is computable with no ambiguity at any order of perturbation theory and it is assumed to exist even beyond, though at the nonperturbative level the appearance of an intrinsic energy scale in the theory, Λ QCD , poses limitations to the precision with which the critical mass can be numerically determined.
In this paper we assume that we have obtained some estimate, M e cr , of the critical mass either in the standard Wilson regularization or in tm-LQCD. In all cases M e cr will be taken to be an odd function of r (for a discussion of this issue see [1, 18] ).
Symanzik expansion beyond O(a)
A full analysis of cutoff effects beyond O(a) is of course extremely complicated. Fortunately we do not need it, if we limit the discussion to the terms that are enhanced by 1/m 2 π poles. A unified description of these terms can be given in the language of the Symanzik LEEA of Mtm-LQCD.
The Symanzik LEEA of Mtm-LQCD
Let us start with a brief discussion of the general structure of the LEEA, S Sym , of Mtm-LQCD. With reference to the fermionic lattice action (2.1), S Sym can be conveniently written in the form
where
is the target continuum QCD Lagrangian density. Lagrangian density terms of even dimension, ℓ 2k , in eq. (2.2) are parity-even and iso-singlets, while terms of odd dimension, ℓ 2k+1 , are parity-odd and twisted in iso-spin space. Thus the latter have the quantum numbers of the neutral pion. The above parity properties are a consequence of the invariance of the Mtm-LQCD action [1] 
where P is the parity operator and the definition of D d can be found in ref. [1] . The proof follows by observing that the effect of the transformation D d on an operator of dimension d is to multiply it by the phase exp(iπd) = (−1) d (besides reflecting its space-time arguments). Thus D d × (m q → −m q ) counts the (parity of the) dimension of the Lagrangian density operators in the expansion (2.2). Remember that in counting dimensions one must take into account the possibility of having factors of the mass parameter m q multiplying the gauge-invariant operators entering the Symanzik expansion.
We show in Appendix A that automatic O(a 2k+1 ), k ≥ 0, improvement actually follows from the symmetry P × D d × (m q → −m q ) enjoyed by the lattice theory. It is worth noticing that the argument is independent of the r-parity properties of the critical mass 4 . We remark however that the r-parity property of the critical mass stated above implies the invariance of the Mtm-LQCD action under the (spurionic) transformation (r → −r) × D d × (m q → −m q ). Consequently all even (resp. odd) terms in (2.2) are even (resp. odd) functions of r. Here "even" and "odd" refer to either parity (P ) or the dimensionality (D d × (m q → −m q )) of the Lagrangian density operators.
For future use we introduce the compact definitions
Few observations are in order here.
• The term of order a in eq. (2.4), ℓ 5 , is given by the linear combination ℓ 5 = δ 5,SW ℓ 5,SW + δ 5,m 2 ℓ 5,m 2 + δ 5,e ℓ 5,e , (2.5)
where the coefficients δ 5,SW , δ 5,m 2 and δ 5,e are dimensionless quantities, odd in r. The operator ℓ 5,e arises from the need to describe the O(a) uncertainties entering any non-perturbative determination of the critical mass and goes together with ℓ 5,SW . Both ℓ 5,SW and ℓ 5,e could be made to disappear from eq. (2.2) by introducing in the Mtm-LQCD action the SW-term (also called clover term) with its appropriately determined c SW coefficient and setting the critical mass to its correspondingly O(a) improved value.
• As for ℓ 6 , it is enough to note here that it can be split into a chiral invariant (χS) and a chiral non-invariant (χNS) piece, ℓ 6 = ℓ . Needless to say, it is the presence of the (maximally twisted) Wilson term in the lattice action which is responsible for having ℓ χN S 6 = 0.
• Higher order ambiguities in the critical mass will be described by terms of the kind
which will then all contribute to L odd . The dimensionless coefficients δ 4+2k+1,e are odd in r because of the stated r-parity property of M e cr .
• The invariance of the LEEA of Mtm-LQCD under the transformation P ×D d ×(m q → −m q ) and dimensional arguments imply that only odd powers of a can appear in eq. (2.7). This statement can be proved as follows. Nonperturbative estimates of the critical mass carried out with the action (2.1) at m q = 0 are all based on tuning M e cr until some lattice expectation value, say Q | L mq , that must be zero in the formal continuum theory by parity and/or iso-spin, vanishes. The reason for this choice is that when analyzed a la Symanzik any such condition amounts to setting to zero a certain linear combination of continuum expectation values, among which we will have the desired one, namely Q d 4 yψiγ 5 τ 3 ψ(y) | cont . In order for this matrix element not to trivially vanish Q must be a parity odd (and iso-spin breaking) operator. Besides this term, the Symanzik expansion of Q | L mq will also contain a sum over the expectation values of operators where Q is inserted with products of integrated LEEA densities (which have as a whole the same continuum quantum numbers of d 4 yψiγ 5 τ 3 ψ(y)), as well as operators that are necessary to regularise the terms where these LEEA densities come to contact with Q. Owing to the continuum symmetry P × D d × (m q → −m q ), they all have odd dimension and thus appear in the expansion multiplied by odd powers of a. Consequently, when the vanishing of Q | L mq is taken as a condition defining the critical mass, one will get an estimate of it, M e cr , only affected by O(a 2k+1 ), k ≥ 0, lattice artifacts (with the coefficients of the O(a 2k+1 ) terms depending on the particular lattice conditions that has been chosen). Clearly, if such a critical mass is introduced in the action (2.1), only terms of the type (2.7) will be needed to describe the particular kind of lattice artifacts associated to its determination.
Describing Mtm-LQCD correlators beyond O(a)
We are interested in the Symanzik description of the lattice artifacts affecting connected expectation values of n-point, multi-local, multiplicative renormalizable (m.r.) and gauge-invariant operators
which we assume to have continuum vacuum quantum numbers, so as to yield a result that does not trivially vanish as a → 0. Moreover, in order to ensure automatic O(a) improvement (see Appendix A and [1] ) of all hadronic energies and matrix elements that can be extracted from the lattice expectation value of O(. . . , x j , . . .), we will take the latter symmetric under x j → −x j , j = 1, 2, . . . , n. Alternatively, we may consider the n-ple spatial Fourier transform (FT) of O, averaged over opposite values of the full set of external three-momenta. In the maximally twisted regularization of LQCD the Symanzik expansion of the (connected) lattice correlator O(x) | L mq in terms of (connected) expectation values of the corresponding continuum theory (renormalized at the scale 1/a) schematically reads
where L odd = O(a) and L even = O(a 2 ) are defined in eqs. (2.4). The operators ∆ odd O (resp. ∆ even O) have their origin in the need of regularizing terms where a parity-odd (resp. parity-even) product of L odd and/or L even insertions comes in contact with some of the local operator factors appearing in O. They have the formal expansion
We recall that δ p O's (p = 0) can be viewed as the set of n-point operators necessary to improve O at order a p . For a parity-even operator the Symanzik expansion reads
where, for instance
In eq. (2.12) δ i O (i = 1, 2) come from the first terms in the two formulae (2.10) and denote (linear combinations of) n-point operators with dimension equal to dim O + i. The structure of eq. (2.12) repeats itself at any order in a with obvious generalizations of the contributions shown there. For the purposes of this paper it is convenient to expand the r.h.s. of eq. (2.9) in powers of d 4 y L odd (y) and/or d 4 y L even (y), because one can then identify the terms with j and/or j ′ insertions of these factors, namely
as those which will generate in the Symanzik expansion (see sect.
Pion poles and "IR divergent" cutoff effects
The link between the structure of the contributions (2.13) to the Symanzik expansion (2.9) and the presence of "IR divergent" cutoff effects (relative to the continuum expectation value, O(x) | cont mq ) is rather complicated. It is then convenient to separately discuss leading and non-leading "IR divergent" terms.
Leading "IR divergent" cutoff effects
The leading "IR divergent" cutoff effects can be identified on the basis of the following Result: In the Symanzik expansion of O(x) | L mq at order a 2k (k ≥ 1) there appear terms with a 2k-fold pion pole and residues proportional 6 to | Ω|L odd |π 0 (0) | ℓt , where ℓ t ranges between k + 1 and 2k and Ω| and |π 0 (0) denote the vacuum and the one-π 0 state at zero three-momentum, respectively. Putting different factors together, each one of these terms is schematically of the form (recall
where we have generically denoted by M[O; {π 0 (0)} i ] the i-particle matrix elements of the operator O, with each of the i particles being a neutral pion at zero three-momentum and we have introduced for the multi-pion matrix elements of L odd the short-hand definitions
among which, as we shall see, the one with n = m = 0
is of special relevance to our discussion. One important, though obvious, observation here is that, because of parity, the integer i t in eq. (2.14) must be even and only the multi-pion matrix elements of L odd with an odd number of pion legs can be non-vanishing. The sum on t runs over the whole set of topologies (generically numbered from 1 to N T ) of the connected oneparticle-reducible trees that can be constructed with effective "vertices" M and ξ[{π} 2n+1 ], n ≥ 0, and "propagators" 1/m 2 π . In each topology t the overall number of zero three-momentum pions appearing in the matrix elements of eq. (2.14) is constrained by the "sum rule"
(2.17)
In Fig. 1 for illustration we show in the case k = 3 the topologies character- 6 Here and in the following we neglect unimportant (for our discussion) phase factors. Figure 1 : Leading "IR-divergent" graph topologies at order a 6 (k = 3 in eq. (2.14)). Lines denote π 0 -propagators, black circles L odd insertions, grey blobs insertions of the multilocal operator O.
izing the contributions that at order a 6 give rise to six-fold pion poles. The proof of the above Result, which is sketched in Appendix B, is obtained on the basis of
• the general theorems of quantum field theory governing the appearance of poles in correlators, in the particular case where there are operators inserted at zero four-momentum;
• the remark that multi-pion matrix elements can possibly be separated into a (maximally) connected part plus (more "IR singular") partially disconnected parts. The latter come about by reducing pairs of pions from the in and out states of multi-pion matrix elements;
• the observation that L odd has the continuum quantum numbers of the neutral pion.
In the analysis of the most "IR divergent" lattice artifacts arising from the terms (2.13) in the Symanzik expansion of O(x) | L mq , we can without loss of generality restrict attention to those time orderings where none of the j factors L odd falls within the time locations of the local factors of O. For this reason in the matrix elements appearing in eq. (2.14) the multi-local structure of O is not resolved.
Indeed, if no subset of the operators in O carries vacuum or charged isotriplet scalar meson continuum quantum numbers, based on the arguments we present in Appendix B, one can check that insertions of L odd at times in between those of the local factors of O do not contribute to the leading "IR divergent" cutoff effects. The reason is that in this case such insertions do not allow for any contribution from intermediate single-π 0 or -π ± states. In the opposite case (i.e. when O carries vacuum or charged iso-triplet scalar meson continuum quantum numbers), the occurrence of such intermediate pion states is not forbidden and gives rise to artifacts that will exponentially dominate the lattice expectation value for large time separations of the factors in O. These contributions need be isolated (disentangling) and removed (see Appendix D). Independently of these considerations, it should be noted that these terms do not contribute to the leading "IR divergent" cutoff effects. In fact, if any of the operators in O carries vacuum or charged iso-triplet scalar meson continuum quantum numbers, at least one of the L odd densities among those inserted in between the local factors of O will necessarily be taken between a pion state and a state |Σ = |Ω with vacuum or charged iso-triplet scalar meson continuum quantum numbers. Consequently at least one of the integrations over the time argument of the L odd insertions will yield a factor proportional to 1/(E Σ −E π ) (rather than to 1/m π ) which stays finite in the chiral limit.
Non-leading "IR divergent" cutoff effects
On top of the "IR divergent" lattice artifacts described above, in the Symanzik expansion of the lattice correlator O(x) | L mq there are infinitely many other less important "IR divergent" contributions of the type a 2k /(m 2 π ) h , with h < 2k (k, h ≥ 1). They come from a plethora of continuum contributions originating from correlators or operator time orderings within correlators, which can be shortly classified in the following way. 2. Contributions with the topology of the leading "IR divergent" terms where some of the pion poles are replaced by heavier particle poles.
3. Contributions with two-or multi-particle state branch-cuts.
4. Contributions obtained by inserting an arbitrary number of L even and/or pairs of L odd in expectation values of operators that would otherwise give rise to leading "IR divergent" cutoff effects.
Contributions from expectation values where the insertion of O(x) is replaced by that of its O(a
A careful book-keeping of all possible contributions appearing in the Symanzik expansion together with a detailed analysis of their structure is extremely complicated. An easy conclusion, which is however enough for our purposes, is that in all the types of contributions listed above the degree in 1/m strictly lower than the degree in a (recall eqs. (2.4) and (2.10)). The reason is that in cases 1), 2) and 3) there is some power of 1/m 2 π less and in cases 4) and 5) some power of a more than in the leading "IR divergent" contributions discussed in sect. 2.2.1.
To get a more insightful classification one can start by observing that all "IR divergent" contributions involve one or more of what we will from now on call "IR-div building blocks", i.e. factors (products of "vertices" and "propagators") of order a i /m 2 π , with i = 1, 2, 3, which occur in the spectral unitarity decomposition of the correlators (2.13). The leading "IR divergent" pole contributions are made out exclusively of products where only the leading IR-div building blocks appear. The latter are identified with the quantities (2.15)) and are all of order a/m 2 π . The sub-leading "IR divergent" contributions involve at least one of the sub-leading IR-div building blocks. Explicitly they should be identified with the combinations
and c.c. ,
where |σ(0) is a generic state with the vacuum quantum number (excluding the vacuum itself) and |π * (0) stands for any state different from |π 0 (0) with the same quantum numbers of the latter. The block (i) is O(a 3 /m 2 π )) and altogether describes a vacuum to π 0 transition. The blocks (ii) and (iii) are O(a 2 /m 2 π ). The first describes a π 0 -propagation, while the second can be seen either as a σ-or a π 0 -propagation. There is a rather complicated correspondence and interplay between Lagrangian density insertions and the emergence of different combinations of the above building blocks. We do not need to go into a much too detailed description of this pattern. For our purposes it will be enough to identify the dominant "IR divergent" contributions to lattice correlators that are left-over after the leading ones have been eliminated. This will be done in sects. 3.1.1 and 3.2.2.
Comments
The existence of pion poles in the Symanzik expansion of a lattice correlator in no way means that the latter diverges as m q → 0, but only that the Symanzik expansion breaks down as soon as the order of magnitude inequality m 2 π > a is not satisfied. Of course in this paper we are assuming that in the effective continuum theory we are employing for the description of lattice correlators chiral symmetry is spontaneously broken and the squared pion mass, m 2 π , vanishes proportionally to m q , for sufficiently small m q . So the above inequality can be equally well replaced by m q > a.
In the next section we will show that either by adding the clover term to the Mtm-LQCD action or by appropriately fixing the critical mass to some optimal value, "IR divergent" lattice artifacts are reduced to effects which (at order a 2k ) are at worst of the kind
This means in particular that all the leading "IR divergent" cutoff effects described by eq. (2.14) are canceled out from the Symanzik expansion of lattice correlators.
For completeness we discuss in two Appendices (Appendix C and Appendix D) two related issues which are rather important in numerical applications. One is a description of how "IR divergent" lattice artifacts in correlators affect hadronic energies. The second concerns the presence of particularly severe cutoff effects in the expectation values of operators O that contain local factors with the continuum quantum numbers of the vacuum or the iso-triplet charged scalar mesons. In this case, indeed, the breaking of iso-spin and parity due to the presence of the twisted Wilson term in the action (2.1) induces in the spectral representation of correlators unwanted single-pion state contributions that dominate at large time separations and must thus be disentangled in order to isolate the desired physical signal.
Removing "IR divergent" cutoff effects
We have shown in the previous sections that close to the chiral limit the most "IR divergent" discretization artifacts affecting Mtm-LQCD correlators are described in the language of the Symanzik LEEA in terms of correlators with multiple insertions of the operator d 4 y L odd (y) and at order a 2k are proportional to ℓ t ≥ k + 1 (k ≥ 1) powers of ξ π times a more or less varied product of 2k − ℓ t factors of the type ξ[{π} 2n+1 ], n > 1 (see eq. (2.15)). Recalling that L odd = a ℓ 5 + O(a 3 ), this means that at fixed order in a each multiple pion pole residue is proportional to a product of matrix elements of the Lagrangian density ℓ 5 . It is an immediate conclusion of this analysis that these dangerous cutoff effects can all be killed in lattice data if we can either eliminate ℓ 5 from the Symanzik LEEA of Mtm-LQCD or set ξ π to zero.
Improving the Mtm-LQCD action by the SW-term
The obvious, field theoretical way to eliminate ℓ 5 from the Symanzik LEEA of Mtm-LQCD consists in making use of the O(a) improved action
where the lattice SW-term has been added to the Mtm-LQCD action (2.1) with the appropriate non-perturbatively determined c SW coefficient. It is important to stress that employing the improved action (3.1) one can get an improved estimate, M Ie cr , of the critical mass whose lattice artifacts actually start off at order a 3 (not O(a 2 )), because the critical mass has an odd dependence on a (see the last point in sect. 2.1.1).
If such an improved estimate of the critical mass is used in (3.1), the lattice correlation functions of the theory will admit a Symanzik description in terms of a LEEA where the terms ℓ 5,SW and ℓ 5,e are absent, and ℓ 5 will be simply given by ℓ 5,m 2 (see eq. (2.5) Two observations are in order here. First of all we remark that the "enlargement" of the twisted action by the inclusion of the clover term does not affect in any way the results about "automatic" O(a) improvement reached in ref. [1] (and Appendix A) in the case of "plain" Mtm-LQCD. In fact, the (maximally twisted) SW-term which must be added to the Mtm-LQCD action does not spoil any of the lattice symmetries of the theory. Secondly, we recall (see refs. [1, 19] ) that for any given r ∈ (0, 1)
7 the value to be attributed to the coefficient, c SW , is or can be chosen to be precisely the one this coefficient takes in the untwisted standard Wilson fermion action [13] .
Left-over "IR divergent" cutoff effects
With reference to the analysis carried out before and in sect. 
Optimal choice of the critical mass
Since having the SW-term in the lattice action with the consequent need of an accurate determination of c SW may be considered a source of some technical complication in numerical applications, we would like to discuss also a different strategy to kill all the leading "IR divergent" cutoff effects, which consists in leaving the Mtm-LQCD action in the form (2.1) and fixing the critical mass through the condition
As we have already stressed, in fact, the most dangerous lattice artifacts (see eq. (2.14)) are actually proportional to powers of the vacuum to one-pion matrix element of the operator L odd . Recalling the definitions (2.4) and the structure of the a dependence of the critical mass in Mtm-LQCD (i.e. the circumstance that only odd powers of a can appear), we see that the meaning of the condition (3.2) is very simple. It amounts to fix, for each k ≥ 0, the O(a 2k+1 ) contribution in the critical mass counter-term −M opt crψ L iγ 5 τ 3 ψ L in such a way that the vacuum to one-pion state matrix element of δ 4+2k+1,e Λ 2k+2 QCDψ iγ 5 τ 3 ψ compensates, in the limit of vanishing quark mass, the similar matrix element of the sum of all the other operators making up ℓ 2k+1 . This is indeed possible since these operators all have the same continuum quantum numbers, in particular the same behaviour under parity and iso-spin.
The idea that a suitable definition of critical mass exists which can lead to a smoothing out of chirally enhanced lattice artifacts or possibly be of help in getting improvement was put already forward in the context of chiral perturbation theory in refs. [15] and [14] , respectively.
In the next section we present a concrete procedure designed to implement the condition (3.2) in current simulations. To avoid confusion with the values the lattice action parameters will take in the successive steps of the simulation (see sect. 3.2.2), we will provisionally put a bar over the symbols representing the values of the quark and the corresponding pion state mass while we develop the argument for the "optimal" determination of the critical mass.
Lattice estimate
We want to show how the condition (3.2), which has to do with a matrix element defined in the continuum effective theory, can be translated into a lattice condition. To this end let us consider the lattice correlator
ψ is the vector current with iso-spin index 2 and
ψ is the pseudo-scalar quark density with iso-spin index 1. In the continuum the correlator (3.3) owing to parity vanishes for any value ofm q , and we have Q
is the iso-spin 2 vector charge. On the lattice the breaking of parity (and iso-spin) due to the presence of the twisted Wilson term makes the correlator (3.3) non-vanishing by pure discretization effects. This expectation value is thus of the form we have discussed at the end of sect. 2.1.1. One gets for its Symanzik expansion (see eq. (2.9)) 
where η andη are appropriate dimensionless coefficients odd in r. We recall that in the language of the Symanzik improvement program the term we have explicitly written down in eq. (3.6) is the standard contact operator necessary for the on-shell O(a) improvement of Q(x, 0). In writing the expansion (3.5) use has been made of the continuum relation (3.4). For the rest of the argument it is important to make the following remark about eq. (3.5). Since by extending the arguments of Appendix B to the expectation value of a parity odd operator (such as Q), it turns out that there is at least one power of
(recall the definition (2.16)) accompanying each leading "IR divergent" term possibly present in the expansion (3.5), it is convenient to regard the latter as a power series in the ratio ξ π (m q )/m 2 π .
At large times (t ≫ [∆m]
−1 , where ∆m is the difference between the mass of the first excited state with the pion quantum numbers and the mass of the pion), we may write more explicitly the r.h.s. of eq. (3.5) in the somewhat pedantic form
where only the most "IR divergent" terms are shown in the r.h.s. We observe that the factorm π in front of the first term comes from the time derivative in eq. (3.6), while the second term is completely immaterial to this analysis, because the matrix element Ω|A 
vanishes asm q is extrapolated to smaller and smaller values from the region wherem q > a 9 .
9 This definition of critical mass has been employed in ref. [17] , while closely related definitions, where M e cr is determined as a function of m q (actually an even function owing to the symmetry R [7, 6, 5] . Notice that here the m q -dependence of the critical mass is an O(a) artifact.
Numerically there can be various practical ways to do this. One effective strategy is to start from a value,m (1) q , of the quark mass such that the order of magnitude inequality (m
2 > a holds. A first determination, m (1) , ofm can be obtained by enforcing at large t the condition
(1) ; t) = 0, which yields a first estimate, ξ
π , of the matrix element (3.8). In view of eq. (3.7) this estimate is given by the solution of an equation whose structure is 10) where . . . stand for less "IR-divergent" terms. Under the conditionm
q > a all the terms but the first in the r.h.s. of eq. (3.10) can be ignored, implying that ξ (1) π has the following leading parametric dependence onm (1) π and a
2 ) + δξ
q > a .
where δξ
π represents a small correction, whose magnitude can be evaluated by substituting (3.11) back in eq. (3.10) and retaining only the "IR-divergent" contributions which after the substitution are leading, i.e. those with j = k + 1. One gets in this way the estimate
from which we see that δξ (1) π can be consistently considered small under the weaker conditionm q > a 2 . At this point one continues by lowering the quark mass tom (2) q <m (1) q , seeking for the new value ofm (2) which makes A (2) vanishing. It is important that the search is done in the neighborhoods ofm (1) to be sure that one remains in a region of the (m q , M .7) is not put in danger as we decreasem q . Rather, the initial convergence boundm q > a is progressively weakened towardsm q > a 2 , as indicated by eq. (3.12). We notice, however, that this last bound onm q cannot be evaded, as otherwise sub-leading "IR divergent" cutoff effects (see the discussion in sect.
2.2.2)
In the context of clover-improved tm-LQCD the same kind of definition of critical mass was employed in ref. [20] , where it was justified on the basis of chiral Ward-Takahashi identities.
will finally destroy the convergence of the Symanzik expansion (3.7). In such extreme circumstances setting the lattice quantity A (see eq. (3.9) to zero would have no direct meaning in terms of the corresponding value of ξ π .
One thus obtains a sequence,m (i) , whose limiting value,m (∞) , obtained by numerically extrapolating tom q → 0 allows us to identify the optimal critical mass as the quantity
Notice that in the procedure we have described no lattice data points are employed where the boundm q > a 2 is violated.
Left-over "IR divergent" cutoff effects
To complete our analysis we have to determine what is the order of magnitude of the left-over discretization errors that will affect simulations carried out at non-vanishing m q , when the optimal value of the critical mass is inserted in the Mtm-LQCD action (2.1).
To this end we have to reconsider the Symanzik expansion (2.9) of the lattice correlator O(x) | L mq evaluated with the optimal critical mass (3.13). It is convenient to start by studying the impact of the optimal critical mass prescription on the magnitude of the formerly IR-div building blocks and then go over to a general classification of the dominant left-over "IR divergent" cutoff effects. We will see that, after the critical mass has been fixed in the optimal way, the situation as for the left-over "IR divergent" cutoff effects is very much like the one we encountered in sect. 3.1.1, where we discussed the case in which the clover term is included in the Mtm-LQCD action.
-The fate of the leading "IR divergent" lattice artifacts
Let us denote by the superscript " opt " lattice quantities computed using in the fermionic action the optimal critical mass, M opt cr , determined as described in sect. 3.2.1. The former leading 2k-fold pion pole contribution (2.14) clearly maintains the same form, but now with ξ π (m q ) systematically replaced by ξ opt π (m q ), which represents the value of the continuum matrix element | Ω|L odd |π 0 (0) | at the current value of the quark mass. This quantity is not immediately zero and the question is how large it can be. The answer is obtained by expanding ξ From these considerations we conclude that the leading "IR divergent" cutoff effects (2.14) are now strongly suppressed: in the worst case, ℓ t = k+1, they become artifacts of order a 2 (a 2 /m q ) k−1 , k ≥ 1, only.
-Leading left-over "IR divergent" lattice artifacts
Although a non-trivial diagrammatic discussion is necessary to identify the detailed structure of the most 'IR divergent" lattice artifacts left behind if the optimal critical mass is used, the result of the analysis is quite simple. One finds, indeed, that the order of magnitude of the leading left-over "IR divergent" cutoff effects is not worse than that of the formerly leading "IR divergent" terms (2.14) which, as we proved above, is a 2 (a 2 /m parity) integer which satisfies the "sum rule" One can, in fact, check that
• for n end = n ins = 0 the leading "IR divergent" terms arise from contributions either of the form (2.14) with ℓ t = k + 1 or of the form (3.16) with ℓ ′ t = k and are both of order
• when the expressions (2.14) or (3.16) are modified as in 3a) and 3b) the scaling law of the leading "IR divergent" terms is not changed, i.e. it remains of the type a 2 times an integer power of the ratio a 2 /m 2 π .
Monitoring the lower bound on m q
In the previous sections we have shown how the leading "IR divergent" discretization effects can all be eliminated from the Symanzik expansion of lattice correlators. The left-over "IR divergent" terms of the expansion turn out to have the structure a 2 ℓ≥1 c ℓ (a 2 /m q ) ℓ . The convergence of this series sets the order of magnitude inequality a 2 < m 2 π ∼ m q from which one should determine the minimal value of the quark mass that (at fixed value of a) can be safely simulated before encountering large discretization errors.
A workable way to numerically estimate this minimal value can be obtained by considering the behaviour of the charged pion mass as a function of m q . It turns out, in fact, that in Mtm-LQCD there are Ward-Takahashi identities (WTI's) which take exactly the form they have in the formal continuum theory. From them a sort of a lattice GMOR relation can be derived.
To see how this works we recall that the 1-point split currentŝ
are conserved in the chiral limit m q = 0 [21, 22, 1] .
The reason why the WTI's associated with these currents take exactly the form they would have in the formal continuum theory is that the twisted Wilson term points in the orthogonal direction in iso-spin space. Thus one gets the continuum looking relation
After summing over all space-time points eq. (3.19), the contribution from the divergence of the axial current vanishes, for any non zero value of m q , and one obtains
We note incidentally that, among other things, this relation is quite interesting in itself because it shows that in Mtm-LQCD the mixing of S 0 with the identity operator, which comes from contact terms in the short distance O.P.E. of P ± (x)P ∓ (0), necessarily vanishes as m q goes to zero. In other words eq. (3.21) confirms [22, 1] that there is no mixing between S 0 and the identity operator with a cubically divergent coefficient.
Our goal now is to infer the behaviour of the various quantities entering eq. (3.21) and in particular of the squared lattice pion mass as m q → 0 + under the assumption that spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking occurs in the limiting continuum theory, i.e. under the assumption that
We do this by repeating on the lattice the argument that in the continuum leads to the classical GMOR relation, i.e. by noticing that in the chiral limit only the intermediate state whose mass potentially vanishes as m q → 0 can contribute in the l.h.s. of eq. (3.21). Exposing only this contribution, we get with m q we make recourse, as we have been doing throughout this paper, to the Symanzik expansion of the matrix elements in the r.h.s. of eq. (3.23). Under the assumption (3.22) , if the leading "IR divergent" cutoff effects have been canceled, e.g. by using the previously determined optimal critical mass, we get the expansion
where dots denote less dangerous "IR divergent" lattice artifacts as well as contributions of higher order in m q . This analysis shows that, in the region where the series in eq. (3.24) converges (i.e. where the order of magnitude inequality m 2 π ∼ m q > a 2 is satisfied), the squared mass of the charged lattice pion is linear in m q (up to very small deviations). Thus, viceversa, if one can assume that chiral log and other O(m 2 q ) contributions in the r.h.s. of eq. (3.24) are negligible, we can imagine to use deviation from linearity as a workable criterion to determine the minimal value of m q at which simulations can be performed before we are set-off by large discretization effects.
Conclusions
We have shown in this paper that, despite the nice improvement properties of Mtm-LQCD, for generic values of the critical mass lattice correlators are affected by dangerous discretization artifacts of relative order a 2k , k ≥ 1, that in the limit of small pion masses are enhanced by 1/m 2 π factors. "IR divergent" cutoff effects of this kind can be appropriately described in terms of the Symanzik LEEA of Mtm-LQCD, and turn out to arise from terms with multiple insertions of the parity odd (and iso-spin non-invariant) piece of the effective action, d
4 y L odd (y). General theorems of quantum field theory then tell us that at order a 2k (k ≥ 1) the leading "IR divergent" cutoff effects are of the form (2.14) and behave like (a/m 2 π ) 2k . Since they contain at least k + 1 factors ξ π , they can all be eliminated from lattice correlators if we can let ξ π vanish sufficiently fast as the pion mass goes to zero. This can indeed be achieved by appropriately tuning the critical mass parameter. We have discussed a practical way to implement the vanishing of ξ π in the chiral limit by means of a condition imposed on a suitably chosen lattice correlator.
Our findings are in agreement with the results obtained at the lowest order(s) of tm-LQCD chiral perturbation theory in refs. [14, 15] concerning the pion-mass dependence of lattice artifacts and the existence of an optimal choice for the critical mass leading to cancellation of "IR divergent" cutoff effects.
The discussion we present here, which does not make use of chiral perturbation theory, extends and, for certain aspects, clarifies arguments and results presented in the previous references. The reason is that our analysis assumes no specific correlation between the magnitude of a and that of m q and is valid to all orders in a. In particular, we agree with the authors of ref. [15] that, once the optimal value of the critical mass is employed in the Mtm-LQCD action, the value of the quark mass, m q , is limited by the bound m q > a 2 , beyond which large mass-dependent cutoff effects are possibly hit in simulations.
A direct consequence of our analysis is the observation that a complete cancellation of the leading "IR divergent" cutoff effects can also be obtained if Mtm-LQCD is improvedà la Symanzik by the inclusion of the lattice clover term in the action. The reason is that in this case one is left for the odd piece of Symanzik LEEA with an expansion of the kind L odd = a δ 5,m 2 ℓ 5,m 2 + a 3 δ 7 ℓ 7 + O(a 5 ). Either using the optimal value of the critical mass or the improved Mtm-LQCD action, at order a 2k the residual "IR divergent" cutoff effects in correlators are at worst of order a 2 (a 2 /m 2 π ) k−1 , which represents a remarkable suppression with respect to the initial lattice artifacts that were of order (a/m 2 π ) 2k . A very interesting consequence of canceling the leading "IR divergent" lattice artifacts is that the squared mass of the charged lattice pion can be shown to behave (almost) linearly with m q for sufficiently small (but always larger than a
2 ) values of m q , if spontaneous breaking of chiral symmetry occurs in the limiting continuum theory. This result is a direct consequence of the WTI's associated to the two iso-triplet axial currents that in Mtm-LQCD at m q = 0 are exactly conserved. We thus find a formula which is the lattice analog of the classical GMOR relation [16] .
The validity of such a relation should be interpreted as a signal of the good chiral behaviour of lattice observables in the charged iso-triplet sector of the theory. Viceversa, we may argue that in the small m q region, where effects of higher order in m q can be neglected, deviations from the linear behaviour of m 2 π ± as function of m q can be used to practically determine the lowest value of the quark mass that can be simulated at fixed a before incurring in large cutoff effects.
We are pretty confident that, if the critical mass is fixed to its optimal value, or the Mtm-LQCD action is improved with the inclusion of the clover term, large cutoff effects like those visible in refs. [4, 5] will neatly disappear. Very encouraging indications in this direction are already emerging in the most recent (quenched) simulations of the χLF-collaboration [17] , where the strategy of fixing the critical mass to its optimal value was pursued, as well as from the results of ref. [5] , where a chiral extrapolation of the critical mass determination was not attempted.
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We prove in this Appendix the absence of all the terms of order a 2k+1 , k ≥ 0, in the Symanzik expansion of the expectation value of parity even (multilocal) gauge-invariant and multiplicatively renormalizable operators in Mtm-LQCD. Here to be precise by "parity even" we mean an operator which goes exactly into itself under parity. This result follows from the symmetries
, enjoyed by the lattice theory, where
Notice that, while the transformation
5 is a symmetry of tm-LQCD at generic twist angle (including the ordinary Wilson regularization), R The proof of O(a 2k+1 ) improvement of Mtm-LQCD relies on the observation that as a consequence of the above lattice symmetries, the Symanzik LEEA that describes the lattice artifacts of Mtm-LQCD must be invariant
Recalling from sect. 2.1 that all the terms of order a 2k+1 , k ≥ 0, in the LEEA (2.2) are odd under parity and that the product D d × (m q → −m q ) counts the parity of the dimension of the different terms appearing in the expansion (2.9), one concludes that, in the Symanzik formula describing the cutoff effects of the expectation value of a parity even operator, all the continuum correlators that are multiplied by an odd power of a necessarily correspond to expectation values of parity odd operators (i.e. operators which under parity go exactly into minus themselves). Since parity is an exact continuum symmetry, they all vanish.
Few comments are in order here. 1) It is interesting to observe that automatic O(a 2k+1 ), k ≥ 0, improvement (in the Symanzik sense) is a very robust property of Mtm-LQCD. Being based on straight symmetry arguments, it is independent of any consideration on possible phase transition scenarios [14, 15] .
2) At maximal twist
11 the r-parity properties of the critical mass are immaterial to the above argument for automatic O(a 2k+1 ), k ≥ 0, improvement. The reason is that in this situation (but not for generic values of the twist angle) the Wilson term, and thus also its critical mass counterterm, are necessarily odd under parity (P ). This clearly remains true for whatever determination of the critical mass is taken, independently of its properties under r → −r.
On the other hand, at non-maximal twist, the proof of O(a) improvement (via Wilson averaging) requires the critical mass to be an odd function of r. As explained in refs. [1] and [18] , this condition can (and should) always be imposed when determining M cr (r).
3) Finally we note that the conclusions about automatic O(a 2k+1 ) improvement of this Appendix can be extended to the case of maximally twisted quarks with non-degenenerate masses [2] . If the physical basis of ref. [2] is employed, a proof completely analogous to that given above for mass degenerate quarks can be given relying now on the symmetry
, with ǫ q the bare mass splitting in the quark doublet.
Appendix B -Deriving the Result of sect. 2.2.1
In the derivation of the Result of sect. 2.2.1 we rely on the following general theorem valid in any quantum field theory endowed with a well defined Hilbert space of states 12 .
Theorem -Let F Φ (P ; m q ) be the FT of the connected expectation value of the multi-local operator, Φ, with vacuum quantum numbers, where P denotes the set of external momenta associated to the local factors in Φ and an overall factor (2π) 4 δ 4 ( P ) is understood to have been divided out. If Φ = Φ 1 Φ 2 is one of the possible separations of the local factors in Φ in two time ordered groups, we call Q (resp. Q ′ ) the set of four-momenta associated to the factors in Φ 1 (resp. Φ 2 ), with q = Q (resp. −q = Q ′ ) denoting the sum of the four-momenta within the set Q (resp. Q ′ ). Then the function F Φ (P ; m q ) has a pole in the variable q 2 ≡ q 2 +q 2 0 at the point −m 2 h (we adopt here Euclidean metric and a covariant normalization of states), if the spectrum of the theory contains a single-particle state, |h , with mass m h and the quantum numbers of Φ 1 (or Φ 2 ). F Φ (P ; m q ) can thus 11 Here we understand "maximal twist" to be defined in terms of any sensible estimate of the critical mass, M e cr , different estimates of M e cr differing by O(a) terms. 12 For a proof of this theorem see e.g. ref. [23] .
be written (up to unimportant factors) in the form
whereX (resp.X ′ ) denotes the set of position variables of the local operator factors in Φ 1 (resp. Φ 2 ), measured relatively to the position of the last (resp. first) local factor acting on the ket state |h, q (resp. bra state h, q|). Notice that no integral is left over the space-time positions of the last (resp. first) local operator in Φ 1 (resp. Φ 2 ), i.e. the one directly acting on the state |h, q (resp. h, q|). The abbreviation o.t. stands for other terms that arise from different time orderings and separations of the operator factors in Φ as well as from intermediate states other than |h, q .
The Theorem can be applied to the analysis of the pion pole structure of the various terms in the Symanzik expansion (2.9). The key point for its applicability lies in the observation that, owing to translation invariance of continuum QCD, the correlator
automatically selects the zero total four-momentum component of the (multilocal) operator O(x). Thus the quantity F (j,j ′ ) [O] can be viewed as the FT of the connected expectation value of the operator
with O, L odd and L even each projected onto its zero four-momentum component 13 , and thus plays in the Theorem the role of F Φ (P ; m q ). From what we just said it is then clear that we will only have to consider cases where Φ is split into operators Φ 1 and Φ 2 such that each of them carries vanishing total four-momentum (q = 0). Thus we infer from the Theorem that F Φ receives a contribution proportional to 1/m B.1 Discussion of the case j = 2k = 6 (and j ′ = 0)
We want now to show that the contributions (2.13), and more specifically those of the type (B.2), in the Symanzik expansion (2.9) give rise to the (leading) "IR divergent" cutoff artifacts displayed in eq. (2.14). Given the rather complicated structure of this formula, it will be convenient to consider first a particular case in order to illustrate the various points relevant to get the desired general result. For this reason we start by discussing the case j = 2k = 6 and and j ′ = 0 in eq. (B.2), which is explicitly given by
In order to single out the leading "IR divergent" contributions to eq. (B.3) we can start (without loss of generality, as it will become clear in the following) by considering the class of time orderings of the fields in F (6, 0) [O] where two L odd 's are inserted at times larger than the time locations of all the other operators (viz. the remaining L odd 's and the local factors in O). We use here the definition t i ≡ (y i ) 0 , i = 1, . . . , 6 and choose t 6 and t 5 < t 6 as the two largest time arguments in F (6, 0) [O]. We also denote by τ max (τ min ) the largest (smallest) time argument among those of the local fields in O and introduce the short-hand notation
where T [. . .] means time ordering. Exploiting a first time the Theorem as well as translation invariance and the fact that all insertions of L odd carry vanishing four-momentum, one checks that F (6, 0) [O] contains among others the contribution 5) with the normalization of the single particle state, |π 0 (p) , chosen to be
B.1.1 Partially disconnected terms from π 0 -pairs reductions
By inserting a complete set of states α |α α| in the r.h.s. of eq. (B.5) between L odd (y 5 ) and P 4 [O](x; y 4,3,2,1 ), we can single out the contribution stemming from the two-pion intermediate states
with dots indicating contributions from other states. A crucial point here is the observation that the resulting matrix element π 0 (0)|L odd |π 0 (q)π 0 (−q) (obtained after using three-momentum conservation and integrating over dy 5 ) contains a disconnected piece, namely Ω|L odd |π 0 (0) (2π) 3 2m π δ(q), as it directly follows from the LSZ reduction formula [24] . Under integration over the relative three-momentum (q) of the two pions, one obtains
Putting everything together and performing the integration over t 5 ≡ (y j−1 ) 0 , one finds a two-fold pion pole term contributing to F (6, 0) [O], namely
with t max = max(τ max , t 1 , t 2 , t 3 , t 4 ) and dots standing for contributions from heavier states. Although the first term in eq. (B.7) is connected as a whole, it is given the nickname "partially disconnected" because it originates from the disconnected piece of the matrix element (B.6) where a pair of pions has been "reduced out". The "connected terms" in eq. (B.6) give rise instead to a less singular contribution in (B.7), namely a two-pion branch cut multiplied by the ξ π /m 2 π factor already present in eq. (B.5). Fig. 1 The previous discussion has shown that "IR divergent" cutoff effects of order (a/m 2 π ) 6 , i.e. the leading ones as far as the case j = 2k = 6 is concerned, may come only from the first term in the r.h.s. of eq. (B.7). Among others one of the possible ways to extract the further four pion poles is to take the operators in P 4 [O](x; y 4,3,2,1 ) in the time ordering
B.1.2 Contributions corresponding to the diagrams of
. A contribution of the form (2.14) with ℓ t = i t = 6 and the topology of the diagram in Fig. 1A is obtained by inserting a single-π 0 state between L odd (y 2 ) and L odd (y 1 ), a two-π 0 state between L odd (y 3 ) and L odd (y 2 ), a three-π 0 state between L odd (y 4 ) and L odd (y 3 ) and a four-π 0 state between O(x) and L odd (y 4 ). At this point one has to "reduce out" k pairs of π 0 's in the matrix elements {π 0 (0)} k+1 |L odd |{π 0 (0)} k , for k = 1, 2, 3, and finally integrate over t 4 , t 3 , t 2 , t 1 .
There exist other ways to obtain from F (6, 0) [O] six-fold pion pole contributions corresponding to topologies where ℓ t = 6 and/or i t = 6. One possibility is to take for P 4 [O](x; y 4,3,2,1 ) the same field time ordering as above, but insert intermediate states in a different way. More precisely, one can insert a single-π 0 state between L odd (y 2 ) and L odd (y 1 ), a two-π 0 state between L odd (y 3 ) and L odd (y 2 ) and "reduce out" a first π 0 -pair. Then one can insert a single-π 0 state between L odd (y 4 ) and L odd (y 3 ) and a two-π 0 state between O(x) and L odd (y 4 ), finally "reducing out" a second π 0 -pair. In this way one obtains a contribution of the form (2.14) with ℓ t = 5, i t = 4, and one three-π 0 vertex (n 3π 0 = 1), having the topology of the diagram of Fig. 1B .
The diagram topologies of Figs. 1C and 1D correspond instead to terms of form (2.14) with ℓ t = 4, i t = 2 and two three-π 0 vertices (n 3π 0 = 2). They can be obtained from the first term in the r.h.s. of eq. (B.7), by taking two different time orderings of the operators in
as for the diagram of Fig. 1D . Given the topology of these two diagrams, one can infer the sequence of intermediate (one-π 0 and two-π 0 only) states that should be inserted in each case. One can check that in both cases one further π 0 -pair has to be "reduced out".
Finally the diagram topology of Fig. 1E corresponds to a term of the form (2.14) with ℓ t = 5, i t = 2 and one five-π 0 vertex (n 5π 0 = 1). It can be obtained from the first term in the r.h.s. of eq. (B.7) by taking for
and inserting a single-π 0 state between O(x) and L odd (y 1 ), again a single-π 0 state between L odd (y 2 ) and O(x), a four-π 0 state between L odd (y 3 ) and L odd (y 2 ), a three-π 0 state between L odd (y 4 ) and L odd (y 3 ) and then "reducing out" the appropriate number of π 0 -pairs, as required by the diagram topology. It should be remarked that there are many more time orderings of the operators in F (6, 0) [O] (see eq. (B.3)) not belonging to the class defined by t 6 > t 5 > max(τ max , t 4 , t 3 , t 2 , t 1 ) we focused on in the discussion above, which still yield leading "IR divergent" contributions with the same diagram topologies of Fig. 1 . In fact, a moment of thought reveals that degree and structure of the leading "IR divergent" contributions to F (6, 0) [O] are completely dictated by the (atemporal) topology of the pion pole dominated diagrams. For the purpose of deriving eq. (2.14) listing (and discussing) all possible time orderings that give rise to those topologies is thus unnecessary.
The bottom line of this discussion is that in all the tree-like topologies corresponding to the leading "IR divergent" pole terms arising from F (6, 0) [O] the integer ℓ t , which counts the number of ξ π factors in eq. (2.14), takes values between k + 1 = 4 and 2k = 6.
B.2 Extension to generic j = 2k (and j ′ )
The pion pole structure of the Symanzik expansion terms of the type
2)) with j insertions of L odd and j ′ = 0 insertions of L even is not much more complicated than that arising from the term F (6, 0) [O]. First of all, we notice that the terms
with j ′ > 0 do not contribute to the leading "IR divergent" lattice artifacts, but only to the nonleading ones (see sect. 2.2.2). Indeed, since L even has the quantum numbers of the vacuum, it cannot be the interpolating field of a π 0 -state. This fact, together with the remark that L even = a 2 ℓ 6 + O(a 4 ), leads to the conclusion that overall "IR divergent" cutoff effects with j ′ = 0 are necessarily accompanied by at least one extra a 2 /m 2 π factor relative to the leading contribution with j ′ = 0, and thus are non-leading. As far as the leading "IR divergent" cutoff effects are concerned, we can thus restrict attention to the Symanzik expansion terms of the type F (j,0) [O] with j = 2k any even integer. The procedure to extract the leading "IR divergent" contributions from
is closely analogous to that we followed in the discussion of the case j = 6. The only significant difference is that, at larger and larger values of j, "vertices" like ξ[{π} 2n+1 ] with higher and higher values of n will come into play and appear in diagrams corresponding to the leading "IR divergent" contributions.
The key point of the whole argument is to show that the integer ℓ t , that counts the number of factors ξ π in the leading "IR divergent" terms (2.14), takes values between k + 1 and 2k. To this end we remark that the relation (2.17) among the various integers (ℓ t , i t , {n s t : s = 1, . . . , 2k − ℓ t }) characterizing the topological structure of each diagram associated to (2.14) can be rewritten in the form ). An example in the case 2k = 6 is given by the diagram of Fig. 1A . On the other hand, to find the minimal value of ℓ t one has to maximize (n 3π 0 + n 5π 0 + n 7π 0 + . . .), compatibly with the constraint (B.10). This is realized by diagram topologies with no "vertices" like ξ[{π} 5 ], ξ[{π} 7 ], . . . and the largest possible number, i.e. n 3π 0 = k − i t /2, of "vertices" ξ[{π} 3 ]. The largest possible value of n 3π 0 is obtained when i t attains its minimum, which can be shown to be two (see below), resulting in n max 3π 0 = k − 1. It follows that the minimal value of ℓ t is k + 1, as announced. For examples in the case 2k = 6 see Figs. 1C and 1D .
The statement i min t = 2 follows from the requirement that the diagram should not be disconnected (which rules out i t = 0) and parity invariance of the continuum effective theory (which implies that i t is even 15 ). This completes the proof of the Result of sect. 2.2.1.
Appendix C -"IR divergent" cutoff effects in hadronic energies
The result, established in sect. 2.2 according to which, for a generic (i.e. non optimal) choice of the critical mass, M e cr , in the action (2.1) lattice correlators have a Symanzik expansion plagued by "IR divergent" discretization errors, implies that in general all the derived quantities, and in particular hadronic energies, are affected by similar "IR divergent" cutoff effects. There is, however, an important point which should be stressed, namely that energies are in general less "IR divergent" than the correlators from which they can be extracted. In particular, at fixed order in a, the most "IR divergent" lattice corrections to continuum QCD energies contain one factor of 1/m 2 π less than the leading "IR divergent" cutoff effects in correlators.
To analyze the question let us consider the FT of the two-point lattice correlation function
with x 0 > 0 and the field Φ α interpolating the one-particle hadron states {|α n (q) , n = 0, 1, . . .} of three-momentum q and energy E L αn (q). An im- 15 In sect. 3.2.1 we were concerned with the lattice expectation value of a parity-odd operator Q (see eq. (3.3) ). This is the reason why in its Symanzik expansion we found terms with matrix elements where Q is taken between states containing altogheter an odd number of π 0 's.
portant observation in this context is that among all the time orderings contributing to the term
of the Symanzik expansion of C αα (q; x 0 ), only those where the time locations of the insertions of L odd or L even occur at times between 0 and x 0 can contribute to the discretization errors affecting energies. The reason is that only these time orderings can give rise to time dependent terms which after resummation (see below) contribute to energy eigenvalues. We also recall that by averaging C αα (q; x 0 ) over opposite values of q, discretization terms odd in a are automatically canceled out [1] (see also Appendix A). This implies that only even values of j need to be considered in eq. (C.2). Moreover, as we are interested in the dominant "IR divergent" cutoff effects, we can set j ′ = 0. The key remark of this Appendix is that, as far as the "IR divergent" lattice corrections to hadronic energies are concerned, not all the L odd factors in eq. (C.2) that are inserted at times between 0 and x 0 (see eq. (C.1)) can be brought to give rise to pion poles (with residues as in eq. (2.14)), precisely because of the peculiar topological structure of a self-energy diagrams. Indeed, in eq. (C.2) at least one among the j = 2k insertions of L odd will have to appear within a multi-particle matrix element, containing the hadron α n both in the initial and in the final state. This L odd will in a sense play in the Symanzik expansion of F (2k,0) [O αα ] (or more precisely the correlator that is obtained from it by amputating the two external α n -particle legs) the role the operator O plays in sect. 2.2.1. As a consequence the leading "IR divergent" lattice artifacts affecting hadronic energies at order a 2k , will come from contributions which contain only 2k − 1 pion poles and, in analogy with the result stated in sect. 3.2.2, will be of the form
where i t is now an odd integer and n s t > 0. In eq. (C.3) we have denoted by the symbol M[L odd ; {α n } 2 {π 0 (0)} it ] the generic (i t + 2)-particle matrix elements of the operator L odd taken between one ingoing and one outgoing α n particles (with momentum q) and i t neutral pion states at zero threemomentum.
We must now recall that hadronic energies are eigenvalues of the Mtm-LQCD transfer matrix and govern the exponential time behaviour of lattice correlators. It follows that for the purpose of evaluating the lattice artifacts in a given hadronic energy (or mass) E αn (q) at, say, order a 2k , a resummation of all the diagrams with arbitrary powers of self-energy building blocks of that order -those within braces in eq. (C.3)-or lower is necessary.
Schematically we may say in conclusion that the leading "IR divergent" cutoff lattice artifacts affecting hadronic energies are of the kind a 2k /(m 2 π )
2k−1
(times the kinematical factor 1/2E αn (q)).
According to (C.3), these leading "IR divergent" lattice artifacts contain ℓ t ≥ k factors of ξ π as well as 2k − ℓ t matrix elements of L odd which are not taken between a π 0 -state and the vacuum. As a consequence, the optimal choice of the critical mass reduces the leading "IR divergent" lattice artifacts in hadronic energies to cutoff effects of the type a 2k /(m If, instead, the clover term is introduced the leading "IR divergent" lattice artifacts are reduced to effects of order a 6k /(m 2 π ) 2k−1 = a 3 (a 3 /m 2 π ) 2k−1 , which are then completely irrelevant to the present discussion. However, in this case, the leading left-over "IR divergent" lattice artifacts come from correlators where two L odd 's 16 are inserted together with an arbitrary number of L even factors. As explained in sect. 3.1.1, in this situation the IR-div building blocks (2.19) come into play and at order a 2k one ends up with lattice energy corrections of order a 4 (a 2 /m 2 π ) k−2 , k ≥ 3. We can easily get useful information from the previous discussion, if we restrict attention to lattice energy corrections of lowest order. In fact, for the difference between lattice and continuum energies
at order a 2 we get the estimate (the label q specifying the three-momentum of the state |α n (q) is omitted) ∆E a term proportional to a 2 α n |ℓ 6 |α n /2E αn . It should be noted that the "IR divergent" lattice artifact ∆E (2) αn is reduced to an "IR finite" correction after anyone of the two cures described in sect. 3.
Appendix D -Light wrong-parity states and disentangling
In this Appendix we would like to make a remark that may be important for certain applications of Mtm-LQCD. It has to do with the presence of unwanted O(a 2 ) contributions (to the spectral unitarity decomposition of lattice correlators) stemming from intermediate light single-particle (pion) states which exponentially dominate at large time separations. The problem, which occurs owing to the breaking of iso-spin and parity invariances induced by the twisted Wilson term in the lattice action, is limited to expectation values of operators containing factors with the continuum quantum numbers of the vacuum or the iso-triplet charged scalar mesons. The reason is that only these channels are connected by an axial rotation around the third isospin direction to channels with π 0 or π ± continuum quantum numbers. To state the problem in the simplest way let us restrict attention to the case of a multi-local operator that can be written as the product, O = O 1 O 2 , of two (possibly multi-local) operators, O 1 and O 2 , each carrying the continuum quantum numbers of the vacuum or the iso-triplet charged scalar meson channels. We write with obvious notations the spatial FT of the expectation value of O in the form
where P (resp. Q or Q ′ ) stands for the set of all the three-momenta ofÕ (resp.Õ 1 orÕ 2 ). Because of the quantum numbers of (each of) the two factors, it turns out that in the spectral representation of the correlator (D.1) the time orderings where all the times in the set {y 0 } are larger (or smaller) than all the times in the set {z 0 } receive, in general, contributions from intermediate pion states (unless they are forbidden by some symmetry, e.g. charge conjugation). Contributions of this type, as compared to the expected continuum-like contributions, are O(a 2 ) and have a number of peculiar features
• they are enhanced by a kinematical factor 1/E L π (q), where q = Q (this kinematical factor approaches of course 1/m L π as |q| → 0); • they may be enhanced by "IR divergent" factors;
• most importantly pions (either charged or neutral), assuming them to be the lightest among the transfer matrix eigenstates interpolated bỹ O 1 andÕ 2 , will eventually dominate the correlator Õ (x 0 , P) | L mq for sufficiently large time separations between the two operators.
A consequence of this situation is that such intermediate pion state contributions need be disentangled by means of a multi-state analysis in order to be able to extract the desired continuum physical information.
It should be stressed that, even if full cancellation of the "IR divergent" cutoff effects were achieved, the difficulty mentioned in the last one of the points above would remain and should be dealt with in an appropriate way.
